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Students Elect Hamilton to Top SGA Position
Budget .Team Rouses
Legislative Respect
Central out!la.nked from spokesmen for Eastern
and Western at recent legislative budget hearings
in Olympia, according to local state legislator
Stewart Blesoe.
"It was evident that Central's budget team had
done their homework" House GOP Whip Bledsoe
said.
President James Brooks made the preseniation
for Central's 'budget team' before members of the
Joint Senate.House Committee on Appropriations.
The Central approach was "constructiveandreallstic," Bledsoe said.
Representatives of each of Washington's three
siate colleges appeared before the committee to
discuss budgets for 19t8-69. Presentations center.
ed on di.ff erences between college budget requests
and the proposals made by Governor Da.n Evans
in his annual budget message. That proposal would
pare $7 million from Central's operations budget
request alone.
Eastern's apprcach . that 'You robbed us' mereiy
"left the legislators cold," Bledsoe remarked.
"Western tried to 'educate' legislators" who were
in no mood to be lectured, Bledsoe said.
Central recognized the good that the Governor's
proposals would accomplish, but pointed out de.
. ficiencies in the executive proposal as compared
to college requests. "Furthermore, Centralindicat.
ed priorities should additional funds be supplied
over the Governor's budget," Bledsoe noted. The
areas of educational expenses and salaries, and
library facilities topped this list of priorities.
In commenting on the chances of a bill that
would confer the status of 'university' on the three
state colleges, Bledsoe's legislative opinion is
"not yet".
The reaction of members of theSenateCommlttee
on Education was varied, according to Bledsoe.
The reception ranged from favorable interest to
"violent disinterest." Much oppositon comes from
forces committed to the preservation of the status
of the University of Washington and Washington
State University, Bledsoe noted.
·

Hamilton Wins SGAElection
With .500-PI us Vote Victory
With a ·500 plus vote victory
in pocket, gavel in hand, and con.
fidence in the future, Dennis
Hamilton has become the 25th
SGA president to serve the stu.
dents of Central.
Ready to cc get things on the
road", Hamilton recently singl·
ed out student apathy as a major
problem demanding his lmmed..
late action.
"I believe lack of student understanding of the structure and
purpose of the SGA has fostered
this problem," Hamilton said.
Although he professes no cure

Electi.on·Fills

Legislature,
Honor Council·

Four legislative seats and two
honor council positions were fill·
ed during last week's election..
Winning honor council sea.ts
were Richard Slater, Stephen's
sophomore, Tom Davis, Muzzall
sophomore and Janice Deglow,
Kamola freshman.
Serving terms as off.campus
legislators will be Claudia Kin·
Happily victorious, president • elect
sey, junior, Dave Overton, soph.
Dennis Hamilton ts already preparing
omore and Steve Anderson, jun•
to take office spring quarter. Hamilton
ior.
cites student apathy as his problem of
The newly elected on.campus
highest priority. Other areas of concern
women's representative ls Mar.
Assisting new SGA president
are registration procedures, and legis.
m ee Anderson, Courson junior .. · Dellllis
Hamilton beginning
lative redistricting.
The new represeniatives Will spring quarter will be Marc
(Photo by Craig Marksham)
take office spring quarter.
McBride, executive vice prest.
dent, Tim Wing, social vice
president and Dolores Hutchins,
secretary.
·- McBride is presently survey.
ing plans for new.student ori·
entation week. He is als0 set.
ting up a committee to coordt.
nate the speakers' program.
Wing is attempting to organ.
ize a committee charged with
publicizing SGA activities.
"Better organized promotion
should inspire better attendance
at S<;J-A functions," according to
Wing.
The new social vice president
plans to reinstate jazz in the
SUB Cage, begin booking spring
entertainment, and formulate
next year's entertainment bud.
get.
Both Wing and Miss Hutchens
agree that student apathy is a
definite problem on the Central
campus.
According to Wing, apathy is
caused by a misunderstandingof
SGA goals by the students.
McBride believes that apathy
ts decreasing every year. He
attributes this decline to past
administrations showing more
interest in the students.
All three officers feel their
administration will be charac.
terized by unity of purPose.
These five ~omely lasses are posing beneath ROTC cadet caps to symbolize their competi.
"We've all worked well totion for the title of Military Ball queen. The girls (L-R) are Kathy Spencer, Ka.mola fresh.
gether before,'' McBride said.
man; Sherry Lee, Davies fres~n; Vicki Stokes, off campus freshman; Leoia Merkley,
The newly elected officers look
off campus freshman; and Judy Snyder, Kamola freshman. Theme of the mil this year
forward to a harmonious rela.
is "To The Stars." The event is sponsored by the Commander· Arnold Air Society and the
tionship with the administration.
895th Cadet Squadron. The ball ls tomorrow night at 9:00 in the SUB ballroom.

Victorious

Central ROTC Unit Presents Military Ball
Music by the McChord Air
Force Dance Band will help
carry out the Military Ball theme
"To The Stars" February 11th•.
The ball is an annual event
sPonsored by the Commander
Arnold Air Society and the895th
Cadet Squadron, limited to 350
couples.
The crowning of the Military
Ball queen at intermission will
- highlight the formal dance.
Candidates for queen are:
Kathy Spencer, Bellevue sopho.
more; Leota Merkley, Moses
Lake sophomore; Sherry Lee,
Bellevue freshman; Judy Snyder,
Mercer Island sophomore; and
Vicki Stokes, SPokane sophomore.
A ticket entitles the holder
to one vote for queen. Doug
Ruth, chairman of the ball, asks
that the ballots be turned in
before the dance. However, bat.
lots will be accepted at the
door.
Ruth stressed that couples be
at the ball before 9 p.m.
"This is a formal dance, and
an imPortant part of the formal
dance is the Grand March, which
will take place right at nine.
Couples not at the dance by
this time will not be able to
participate in the Grand March,''
Ruth said.

for apathy, Hamilton vows to
study the problem. ·
The SGA president intends to
"survey" the· present system of
registration with hopes of lmo
proving it by ·spring.
Next on the presidential calen.
dar of "must do" items ls leg.
islative redistricting.
"At this time, off.campus does
not enjoy equal represeniation
in the SGA legislature," Hamil·
ton declaredo
Hamilton will also begin negotia tions for a Greyhound bus
stop to be located in front of
the college book store.
Aware that his opponent Phil
Rhodes has talked of forming
an opposition party, Hamilton
remarked:
''I hope Phil keeps my admlna
istration on its toes .. We'll do
a· better job.''
The new SGA president
acknowlooges that 400 students
favored his opponent.
"Their ideas and goals Will
not be discounted. We will look
into all of them," Hamilton
stressed.

Con1ely 'Cadets'

New Officers
Survey Plans
For Central
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Pianist Philippe.Entremont Dae •on Ce1mpus
The newspapers have called
him the "titan of the piano."

His music has been compared
with the beauty of the Mona

Lisa.. The New York Times
wrote that he has tone, plenty
of technique and a youthful ardor
that communicated itself to the
audience. His name is Philippe
Entremont.
, Philippe ·Entremont wlll per.
form he·r e Wednesday, Feb. 15,
at 8: 15 p.m. in McConnell auditorium. Entremont wlll appear
under the sponsorship of the

local Community Con~rt group
and SGA. Students will be ad·
mitted on their SGA cards.
Entremonl: comesfrom-amusi·
cal family. His gUt for music
was inherited from and later
nurtured by both his parents.
His father was once conductor
of the. symphony and opera at
Rhiems, France, and his mother
was a concert pianist. Entre1

STAMP OUT YOUNG LOVE
It happens every day. A young man goes off to college,
leaving his home town sweetheart with vows of eternal
love, and then he finds that he has outgrown her. What, in
such cases, is the honorable thing to do?
Well sir, you can do what Crunch Sigafoos did.

When Crunch left his home in Cut and Shoot, Pa., to go
off to a prominent midwestern university (Florida State)
he said to his sweetheart, a wholesome country lass named
Mildred Bovine, "My dear, though I am far away in college, I will love you always. I take a mighty oath I will
never look at another girl. If I do, may my eyeballs parch
and wither, may my _viscera writhe like adders, may my
ever-press slacks go baggy!"
,
Then he clutched Mildred to his bosom, flicked some
hayseed from her hair, planted a final kiss upon her fragrant young skull, and went away, meaning with all his
heart to be faithful.
But on the very first day of college he met a coed named
Irmgard Champerty who was studded with culture like a
ham with cloves: She knew verbatim the complete works
of Franz Kafka, she sang solos in stereo, she wore a black
leather jacket with an original Goya on the back.
Well sir, Crunch took one look and his jaw dropped and
his nostrils pulsed like a bellows and his kneecaps turned
to sorghum. Never had he beheld such sophistication, such
intellect, such savoir faire. Not, mind you, that Crunch
was a dolt. He was, to be sure, a country boy, but he had a
head on his shoulders, believe you me! Take, for instance,
his choice of razor blades. Crunch always shaved with
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, and if that doesn't
show good sense, I am Rex the Wonder Horse. No other
blade shaves .you so comfortably so often. No other blade
brings you such facial felicity, such epidermal elan.
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades take the travail out
of shaving, scrap the scrape, negate the nick, peel the pull,
oust the ouch. Furthermore, Personnas are available both
in double-edge style and in injector style. If you're smart
-and I'm sure you are, or how'd you get out of high school
-you'll get a pack of Personnas before another sun has set.
But I digress. Crunch, as we have seen, was instantly
smitten with Irmgard Champerty. All day he followed her
around campus and listened to her talk about Franz Kafka
and like that, and then be went back to his dormitory and
found this letter from his home town sweetheart Mildred :
Dear Crunch:
Us kids had a keen time yesterday. We went down to
the pond and caught some frogs. I caught the most of
anybody. Then we hitched rides on trucks and did lots
of nutsy stuff like that. Well, I must close now because I
got to whitewash the fence.
Your friend,
Mildred

HOLDS AWARD~

Renowned Pianist
Philippe Entremont, French pianist of international renows,
will deliver a recital here Wednesday, Feb. 15, at 8:15
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. Entremont has made several
appearances with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra to
highlight his American performances. He will appear under
the sponsorship of the Community Concert and SGA.

JUNE·&AUGUST GRADS!

AS

INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT
Conta1o;i ·your PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW for appt.
for on-campus interview FEBRUARY 17, 1967.
Mr. B. Dean Owens, Placement Director, 308
Barge Hall or call collect Mr. Melvin Joseph, Internal Revenue Service, CH 8-4810, Ext. 326 in
Yakima.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Dine Out
Friday & Saturday Nite
In The

Fireside Room
• Soft dinner music
• Meals served 5-6 p.m.
• $.25 per person with
food permit
• $1.75 per person without·
food perm;t
• For Reservations
Call Sue Commons Office
963-1301 by 1:30 p.m.

© 1967, Max Shulman

So you see, all's well that ends well-including a shave
with Personna Super Stainleu Steel Blades and
Personna's partner in luxury shaving-Burma-Shave. It
comes in menthol or regular; it soaks rings around any
o··her father.
' .. ' ....- ..... , ... ·.t· •

.._.,. ................

&. ..

In January, 1958, Entremont
began his appearances with the
New York Philharmonic and its
director, Leonard Bernstein.
Since then, he has a,weared
with the Philharmonic several
times, and has worked with Bernstein on three long-playing rec- ,
ords.
But Entremont does not only
appear in America. He has a
regular season in Paris~ and
has toured all over the world.
The French are so proud of
him that once the French radio
devoted three entire days to his
r.;\!ordings in a special salute.

CANDLELITE & GOLD

Well sir, Crunch thought about Mildred and then he
thought -about Irmgard and then a great sadness fell upon
him. Suddenly he knew he had outgrown young, innocent
Mildred; his heart now belonged to smart, sophisticated
Irmgard.
~ Being above all things honorable, he returned forthwith to Cut and Shoot, Pa., and looked Mildred straight in
the eye and "8-id manlily, "I do not love you any more. I
love another. You can hit me in the-stomach all your might
it 1'~)U want to:'
-- ·"'That's okay, hey:' said Mildred amiably. "I don't love
you neither. I found a new boy:'
"What is his name?" asked Crunch.
"Franz Kafka:' said Mildred.
"I hope you will be very happy:' said Crunch and shook
Mildred's hand and they have remained good friends to
this day. In fact, Crunch and Irmgard often double-date
with Franz and Mildred and have barrels of fun. Franz
knows how to ride backwards on his skateboard one-legged.

• ... , .........

Entremont, at age seventeen,
won the Harriet Cohen Plano
Medal, and was First Laureate
and Grand Prix winner of the
Marguerite Long.Jacques Thi·
baud International Concours. His
professional career began also
~that year with his debut at Bar·
celona, Spain.
Entremont's
American debut was in recital ·
at the National Gallery in Washington, D.c. on January 4, 1953.
Reviews of his performance
were excellent.
In the fall of 1956, Entremont
began his third tour of the United
States. It was then that he was
invited to perform with the Phila·
delphia Orchestra and its famed
conductor, Eugene Ormandy.
The reviews of this performance
were spread over the pages of
such papers as the Philadelphia
"Inquirer," and in such magazine s as "Time." This was
the beginning of a long and
fruitful friendship with Ormandy
and the Philadelphians. As a.
result, Entremont has produced
seven long playing records with
that orchestra_
TOURS WORLD

ACCOUNTING OPPORTUNITIES
· with
Internal Revenue Service
in Washington and California

P.S .... I know how to ride backwards on my skateboard.

* * *

mont was born in 1934. His
first music lesson was when
he was six years o~
At eight, Entremont began
studies under the famed teacher,
Mme. Marguerite Long. It was
_the beginning of a long and exciting friendship. Mme. Long
introduced him to the works of
Debussy, Ravel and Faure. She
had been friends with all three of
these men and knew their works
completely.
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Miss Raaum Reigns in Ellensburg
By Steve MWer
News Editor
Male motors purred in higll
gear as ten well-endowed fe.
males revealed their assets re.
cently at the Miss Ellensburg
Pageant.
Eyes were glued to the Mor·
gan Junior High School stage
as the judges announced their
choice. Her name: Ka.renRaaum.
"I was never so nervous in
my life," Miss Raaum recalls.
Miss Raaum, who's statistics
are billed a~ 35.25.35, halls
from Ellensburg and is now
enrolled at Central as a fresh•
mano
Mi.s s Raaum, sponsored by
the Don Williams Construction
Company, had never entered a
beauty contest before.
"I was encouraged to enter
this year by a friendo I really
didn't think I had much chance
of winning," commented thenew
Miss Ellensburg~
Miss Raaum's talent presen.
tation at the pageant was a scene
from "Our Town."
"I feel it was the best per ..
formance I had done to that
time. I knew it had to be extra good to compete with the
other girls," Miss Raaum said.
As Miss Ellensburg, Karen
will represent her home town
at several pageants throughout
the state. She w111 also par.
ticipa.te in many city events including Junior Chamber of Com.
· merce meetings and Kiwanis
Club functions.
Miss Raaum Will ee Ellens.

Winning}·Emotio.n
Conjuring up emotions, Karen Raaumportra.ysanemotlonal
scene from "OUr Town" for pageant spectators. Her
performance, personality and ·physical attributes convinced
the judges that she deserved the title of Miss Ellensburg.
Miss Raaum, Courson freshman was selected from nine
other young lovelies vying' for the crown.

burg's entry in the Miss Washington contest scheduled for
June.
The 18.yea.r.old freshman has
a definite concept ol the ideal

man.
''He should be understanding,
friendly, sincere, dependable,
and considerate," Miss Raaum
remarked.
Other Winners ,at the pageant
were first runner-up Marcia
Cutts, Courson freshman, and
second runner.up Susan Whip~
pie, Wilson '_·freshman. The 1n.·
spirational .award was present.
ed to Dorothy Byers, Ka.mola.
freshman.
Adding color. to the Miss El.
leilsburg Pageant was State Rep.
resentattve. Stu Bledsoe who em. ·
ceed the evento

KAREN RAAUM
Never So Nervous

Flood Control
lecture Set
:'Flood Control •.• Design or
Disaster" is the forum topic.
of Gregory M. Hastings, super.
visor, division of flood control
for the State of Washington.
The series is designed to t?et.
ter acquaint people with the
problems related to the Yakima
River, and will be held in the
· Commissioner Auditorium of the
_C~unty Cour.thouse, Tuesday,
at '7:30 p.m.

·-z--~·~

When you __
can't afford
to be dull

~w

. -FOR SPRJNG ...

. .BTlllltmD

ti'i~
S1~it

ADDA

•

sharpen your wits
with NoDoz

There'll be som~ lovely
changes made, if a wiglet is in your spring wardrobe.

:;:~a$iisj~~~\\'\t\,

NoDoz keep alert tablets or new
chewable mints, safe as coffee,
help' bring you back to your
mental best ••• help you become
more alert to the people
and conditions around you.
Non-habit forming.

%%'.WW

,•••liillml

-.·::.:-::::··

~i:}.:;::\~f:z.Si

Tablets or new Chewable Mints

DON'T ·
FORGET
YOUR
· QUARTER

·- ---- -------- ---- -·-

.I
1

savrrn -

WNGWS'l\\Nm

I
I
I
I

'1111S VUN'nNE'S DAY

*

ELLENSBURG.
.ELEPHONE co·

That's how much you have coming back on the NoDoz you
bought for the mid-year exams. Just mail us the front panel or
label from any size package of NoDozi- with this coupon. And
we'll mail you a quarter (25¢) in return. But hurry. oner ends
Feb. 28. No refunds after March 7, 1~7. llail coupon todayl

·I

Please returr'! 25 cents (one quarter) to:

Name-------------------~
Address~·------------------

I
I
I

I
I
I

·- ------- --- -- ---·-·
1

5th Ave.

Bristol-Myers/Grove Division, P.O. Box 4808, Clinton, Iowa 52732

•Enclosed is (check one): O Wrapper from NoDoz Mints, or o Front
panel from package of 15 or 36 NoDoz Tablets, or o Front label
from bottle of 60 NoDoz Tablets.

CitY-----------:>tate--Zip Code---Offer void without this coupon. -

~

I
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CampusCrier

Fund Raising
~licits Help

EDITORIAL PAGE

A "Committee of Respansi·
bility to Save War Burned and
War Injured Vietnamese Chll·
dren" ls being formed in El·
lensburg.
The Committee, with head·
quarters in New York, intends
to raise funds to finance the
expense of bringing several Viet·
name se children to thi~ cowitry
for medical treatment.
The cost of bringing one child
to our country ls more than

''.S p(Jtlighf on Opin.i on''

'Challenge to Hamilton
We congratulate Dennis Hamilton, Marc McBride, Tim Wing
and Delor~s Hutchens on their election to SGA executive ottice.
We wish them well in their attempts to carry out electi9.n promts.
es.
We challenge president.elect Hamilton to come up with a work.
able system for promoting S~A among students. That channels
are q>en for student participation ts· evidently not enough.
There were no more than two contestants for any SGA of.
fice at the recent convention; races were for l:allot position.
Off campus had such poor delegate turnout that nine per cent
of convention delegates · represented fifty per cent of Central's
students.
.
In the elections about twenty.seven per cent of Central ~tu.
dents voted-a slightly lesser percentage than last year. Twenty.
seven per cent of students care Who rwis SGA. Conversely,
· seventy.three per cent do not.
We believe that ·sGA must undertake a conscious program of
· selling student government to the students.
Yet, when approached to make even the minimal sacrifice of
voting, every student bas one question. The question, of course,
is "What's in it for me?" The answer should be 'entertainment,
service, ~d representation'.
However, we question SGA's abWty to knowledgeably fulf1ll
any of these three governmental functions when it cannot com•.
municate with more than twenty.seven per cent of the students
during a general election.
We suggest that in selling SGA Dennis Ham!lton's first ef.
forts should be directed toward the structuring of a working,
two.way, system of communication with students.

- -SGA Movie Preview·
Fil ms Expose Politics
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rodger Heggen_
One of the most interesting developments in .the motion pic.
ture industry during the last few years has been the emergence
of the American Gothic film.
The American Gothic film has been called a "photographed
nightmare". It is a film which, with the use of many bizarre
film techniques, expounds upon some weakness or failure in the
American way of life. The film is also marked by a strong Wl•
dercurrent of horror which usually erupts at the film's end.
Two excellent Gothic films, "Swiset Boulevard" and "Night
of the Hwiter" will be featured at Central this weekend.
"Sunset Boulevard"
play at 10 p.m. on Friday and at
7 p .m. on Saturday. "Night of the Hwiter" will play at 7 p.m. on
Friday and at 10 p.m. on Saturday. Friday's showings will be
in Hertz Recital Hall and the Saturday showings will be at Mcconnel Auditorium.
In "Swiset Boulevard," Willlam Holden portrays a hack screen.
writer who becomes enmeshed in the life of a silent screen star
(Gloria Swanson) who is trying vainly to make a comeback.
This brilliant examination of the l:aroque world of Hollywood
overflows with superb performances, and is a tesiament to the
genius of director Bllly Wilder.
Originally attacked by motion picture critics, "Night of the
Hunter" has only recently been accepted as the remarkable
achievement that it is.
"Night" concerns the attempts of a Bible waving maniac
to find a large sum of hidden money. Mitchum, in his quest
of this booty, befriends a naive woman (Shelly Winters). Mitchum
is able to sway the woman, but he is unable to dupe her children.
Mitchum then wages a reign of terror upon the children in a
scene which coniains one of the most interesting escape se.
quences in motion pictures.

will
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MY

had told the head residents about

it, and
We the .People ·dents
To the Editor:
Who was Phil Rhodes? Nobody
knows why he was running
against the candidate picked and
supparted by the present SGA
officials. We must be governed
by well-established, long time
students who will not disturb the
status quo.
If more students took part in
Central government it would become inefficient-thus weak. If
the students were personally in.
vited to be on the existing faculty.
student committees or were told
where and when to attend budget
hearings there is no end tot-he
havoc they might inflict. We
cannot have this! It would be
ucliqueicide" to those who now
dominate.
This letter is a warning to the
400 who voted for Phil Rhodes
in the SGA election. Don't get
involved! Don't cross that bridge
in the SUB! Let SGA handle it!
If you organize--if you do at.
tend planning meetings or watch
the budget you may become a
pasitive moving force on campus
thus endangering our apathy.
Please don't bug SGA with your
problems and don't rush them
for solutions. We must have
issues next year.
David Fawcett
Bill Compton

Dean's Blame
To the Editor:
I'd like to answer a couple
of articles that recently appear.
ed in . the Crier. They both
concerned mattress parties. It
looks like Dean Wise, from my
viewpoint, ls getting the blame
for the abolition of the mat.
tresscide.
It Isn't the dean's fault at all.
Last quarter, after three such
incidents, I went to Dean Wise
and told everything I knew about
them-along with the fact that
they were 1llega1, according to
the definition of hazing, astound
on page 21 of the Student Hand·

book.
The next Monday, when I went
to see him, he told me that he

that any further inci·
of the sort~ if the perpe.
trators were caught, would result in severe disciplinary
action.
And concerning the article that
appeared in the January 27 issue,
part of it was directly out of
the letter I presented to Dean
Wise when I went to see him.
And, as far as I know, he is
the only "administration" that
has been looking into it, and I
am the "critics" of the Policy,
quoting the article.
I will not think twic ~ of turn·
ing in such a party if I happen
to hear about it or see it.
George Roper
Carmody Hall

·Y akima River

According to committee member Mrs. Willard Sperry, people
are urgently needed to assist the
organization 1ri raising the
necessary monies. Interested
Persons sl)ould contact Mrs.
Sperry at 925-5653.
Committee members feel their
efforts wlll be a Positive step
toward aiding the "innocent chil·
dren who are being burned and
seriously injured daily as a
result of- the war," according to
Mrs. Sperry.

tect the river basins from pal.
lution and from having wisightly
water fronts, crowded by hap.
hazard developments.
This legislation would create
conservancy districts! or a quarter mile on either side of the
streams. For the districts, a
public body would set standards
to prevent the d.e struction and
despailation of the streams, retaining them so · far as possible
in their present state for the
public enjoyment.
Copies of the bill and printed
explanations are available from
the Yakima River Conservancy.
Hearings will be held tonight
at 7 :30 p.m. There is still
time for those people who favor
its passage to phone their legis.
lators before the hearings, asking them to help bring the bill
to the floor for a vote. A short
note, written now, will help secure passage when the bill gets
on the floor.
David Burt
Assistant Professor of English

To the Editor:
The Yakima River anditstrib.
utaries, favored for years as
the scenes and sources of such
pleasures as floating, fishing,
swimming and trysting have
been named one of the fir st
stream systems to be protected
by the "Green Belt Natural Riv.
To the Editor:
ers Bill'' recently introduced in
Am I wrong in my understand.
the legislature.
ing that the Campus Crier is in
This bill, numbered in the
part subsidized by the student
House HB234 and in the Senate
body of Central Washington State
SB195, is spansored as a biCollege? If so, then I must be
partisan measure; it has the
incorrect in seeing any correla.
endorsement "in principle" of
tion between OUR money and
Governor Evans; it has the
OUR opinionso
praise ofWilliamO. Douglaswho
The past election of student
has said that enactment of the
government officers did show
legislation would go far toward
that the opinion of the student
making Washington state a nabody was not the same as the
tional leader in conservation of
opinion expressed in the en.
its river valleys.
dorsements by the Campus
Despite this suppart and that
Crier.
of groups such as the Washing.
My question to you sir, is who
ton State Spartsmen• s Council,
in the sam-hill is the WE; of
the bill ts faced with serious WE endorse so and so? Did you
haooicaps that may prevent its . poll the students? If so, con.
passage. The chief obstacles
gratulations you're as effective
seem to be an unfamiliarity with as the ' Gallup Poll of 1948:
its J:Qrposes and with' the prin- predicting Dewey by a landslide!
ciples of zoning to achieve its
If it was the entire staff of the
benefits.
Crier, then possibily that less
The bill is essentially a zoning than one tenth of one percent
measure, designed to keep the
should just publish the news and
sixteen rivers it names open to gossip and leave the forecast.
the J:Qblic. By regulating the ing to the Great Pumpkin. Enough
kinds of developments along said.
stream banks, it would help proRay Gallant

Who Is We

Vietnam Dialogue

Nature of Escalation

Definitions of Security

-By Bob L e e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R o b . Tucker'& Jerry BoppOne of the first rules of debate is to secure agreement
·· upon the definition and scope of the subject to be debated.
It seems to me that this might also be of value in trying to
reach some sort of agreement on Viet Nam.
Not only, must we come to an agreementupon the objectives
that are the basis for our envolvement, rut also, we must
through discussion of the possible solutions, reach some
sort of understanding of the problems inherent in arriving
at those goals via the posed solutions.

DEFINITIONS NEEDm
It is not enough to simply call for de.escalation or escaJa.

BOB
·tion. We must carefully define those terms and then consid.
LEE
er the implications and goals of such action.
For instance: does escalation mean increased troop commitment, increased
use of sea or air power, increased bombing and or changes of targets in
the north or does it mean bringing pressure to bear through diplomatic channels? We must consider the effect of escalation, however defined, upon the moral,
the economic capacity, and the military capability of not only North and South
Viet Nam but of the U.$. and practically all Of the world.

It seems. to us that the U.s. has failed to adjust to the post
World War n situation. The year 1945 marked the beginn1ng
of an area of nuclear diplomacy. In this new era the United
States has been uncertain about her glohl.l objectives and this
Jack of defined goals has undermined the coherency of her
policies. American policy.makers have tended to define security
interests in terms of geography, politics, and ideology.
Therefore, expressions of security are generally negative.
America has tried to keep strategic regions of the world from
political control or military dOmimtion by hostile powers.

NO DECISIVE DEVELOPMENTS
Under normal circumstances Vietnam is not a region of major
military or industrial importance. In that context it is very ha.rd
JERRY
to believe that any decisive developments in world affairs will be
BOPP
determined by events in that territory.
The fact is that if we bring sufficient military pressure to bear on
the enemy in Vietnam we can force them to capitulate. But we must take into
consideration the implications of such a simplistic idea of victory. What are
these implications? ·

REASONS LISTED

PLAN THE FUTURE
The truly intelligent approach to the problem does not lie in demonstra.
tions for or against our involvement but in serious and prolonged dehl.te of
our future course of action. One of the vital prerequisites for such a dis·
cussion must be the willirlgness of the American people to accept the tact
that there can be no quick and easy solution to the problem of Viet Nam and
the problems of other emerging nations.
We must learn to accept the tact that even after the cessation of warfare in
Viet Nam heavy sacrifices will
continue to becalledforinSouth.
.
east Asia and other areas of the
world. We must learn to accept
the cri tisism of those we are
trying to help or pay the price
of another war or communist
U a word were needed to
takeover.
describe the machinations of
WAR SHAMES
the Political parties in the
The shame for America is not
Washington state Legislature,
so much that we are envolved
''subtle'' would undoubtedly be
in war as it is the shame that
most apropas.
we were not willing to spend
Since the legislature deals
the billions of dollars to pre-with upwards of fifteen hundred
vent the war. The future of the
bills in sixty days and ninety.
world lies not in how many
five to ninety.nine per cent of
dallars we are willing tO spend
those bills are of a non.partisan
nature, there isn't a great deal
on the war effort; but in how
many dollars we are willing tn
of actual Democratic-RepUbli.
BRUCE
. can conflict in either House or
spend to ·prevent the next war.
COLWELL
Senate.
The true horror of the war
What the public sees is ·quite a different
in Viet Nam and the true waste
story. For the most part, what the man reads
is not so much the war itself,
in his evening paper about supPosedly party
but the fact that it could have
victories by one party or another are in reality
been prevented if the U$. had
been willing to pour the billions
"staged" to a certain extent, and have little,
if anything, to do with the actual functioning of
now being spent upon weapons
on schools,. roads, hospitals,
the legislature itself.
ISSUES CROSS LINES
communications, and agricul·
In fact! many issues that are disputed in one
tural reforms ten years ago.
The measure of the maturity
house or the other cause voting splits entirely
of the U$. will be judged in
unrelated to the number of Republicans or Demothe future not on how well we
crats in the state legislature.
have learned to conduct a guer.
An interesting example of an issue, which
illa war or whether we won or
raised a great deal of debate in both the House
lost but upon what we learned
of Representatives a,nd the Senate, but which
was not a party issue, was tlie unsuccessful
from the experience.
attempt to amend the Rules of the· House.

-from Olympia .

The rooting out of the Viet Cong in South Vietnam by means of m1lltary· cam.
paigns and defoliation operations (scorched earth policy of the "Cedar Falls"
campaign), will decimate the South Vietnamese countryside.
Also, as pointed out previously, crushing North Vietnam will bring enough
pressure on china to warrant the Chinese army's intervention in the Vietnam
conflict. This pressure on China could also reslut iii unifying the Chinese empire
against an external enemy, thereby resolving their current internal disorders.

STRAINS RELATIONS

Legislative Politics Subtle
________________
by Bruce Colwell

~Insight

On the surface, much was heard of how the .
Republican controlled House removed the prac·
tice of secret voting on bills in committees,
and how the Democratic controlled Senate was
not able to amend its rules. Again it would seem
that this was a coup, of sort, on the part of
the Republicans. However, an analysis of the
votes in the House and Senate shows exactly how
far this assumption is from the facts.

FINAL DECISIONS DIFFER
The House dispensed with secret votes in
committees by a 91·7 vote. The Senate re.
ta·ined the secret vote in "Rules'' committee
by a 28·20 vote. This seems to bear out the
theory that the "Democratic" Senate wouldn't
change its rules.
The following figures show how far from a
party vote the rules votes actually were. In
the House the Republicans voted 100 per cent,
55·0 to remove the secret vote. In the Senate,
75 per cent, 15-5, of theSenateRepublicansvoted
to keep the secret vote. While only 48 per cent,
14-15, of ti).e Democrats in the Senate voted to
retain the secret vote in the Senate "Rules"
Committee.

VOTES DECEPTIVE
If, in fact, the "Rules" vote in the Senate
had been a party vote, or if the "Rules" vote

in either House had ever been a party issue,
then it would seem that the Senate R~publicans
were being somewhat heretical in their strong
oppasltion to the removal of the secret vote.

International-----------------------

Reality of Chinese Communist Expansion

----------------------------------------------by Than Jan-Kao---

THAN

JAN·KAO

The rise to power of Communist Chiria
has brought about dramatic changes in the
world situation.
One of the most drama tic changes, viewed
from the current world situation, is taking
place in the field of nuclear stalemate. This
change in nuclear stalemate, which arises
from the growth of Communist China, is ex.
pansionism. From China's promotion of am.
bitious projects, it has created a serious
' threat to world peace.
This also brings abou~ a serious confron.
ta.ti.on in which the East and the West are
direcUy involved. This is a question of par.
amount importance we must face squarely in
our cogniZance of today~s world situation.

MAOIST EXTENTION·AnEMPTED

The Vietnam war is one of the attempts of the Peking
regime to extend Maoism to the whole of Southeast Asia.
We should realize that the Viet Cong rebels do not represent most of the South Vietnamese people; they represent Peking
and Hanoi regime. On September 23, 1962, the Viet Cong delegation went to Peking and they conferred with top communist
China leaders, Mao Tse.twig, Liu Shao-ch'i, and Chou En.Jal.
Soon Communist China announced that full Chinese support
would be given .to the Viet Cong against U .$. Imperialls::s and

its reactionaries. The joint statement recorded was as follows:
The United States must withdraw its troops and weapons
from South Vietnam; all sides must put an end to the war, restore peace and security; the U.$.·Diem regime must do away
with the policy of repression and concentration camps; a na.
tionaI, democratic coalition government including people of all
political tendencies must be established; a foreign policy of
peace and neutrality must be realized; a neutral zone embracing
South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos must be formed with each
full reta1$g its sovereignity.

PEKING DETERMINATION OBVIOUS
From this siatement it is obvious that the Peking regime
.are determined to get what they want.
Today South Vietnam has become the proving ground for
a host of subversive tactics which, 1f successful by Communist
, agression, will be repeated in Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore,
Philippines, Australia and New Zealand. Communists will pick
off non.communist countries one by one in these areas. These
countries are tied with South Vietnam like teeth and Ups of the
same mouth. If we lose South Vietnam, which is like losing
the lips, the teeth will be feeling cold.
Hopefully, the United States should continue to stop the com.
mqnist movement at South Vietnam. Because this truggle will
have implications for the Free World and future of mankind,

Other repercussions from the
continued escalation of the war
will impair relations with the
greatest industrial complex in
the Far East, Japan.
By pressing increased strate.
gic bombing we have hit a pecu.
liarly sensitive area to the Jap.
anese.
Another outstanding example
of the psychological damage
being done on a world-wide scale
(however justified the conflict
is in our eyes) is the adverse
publicity given us as the inflic.
tors of grie7ious injuries upon
the lives of a poor and helpless
people of a different race and
color.
Irregardless
of
military
necessity or the excesses of the
enemy this spectacle produces
world.wide reaction which pro.
foundly clouds the image we
would like people to hold of
this country. We are not saying
that this is just or correct,
but it is fact.

SITUATION COMPLEX
The complexity of the situation
in which we find ourselves is
such that no simple diplomatic
or military panacea will apply.

I Contributors I
BOB LEE is a junior, Armyvet.
eran and serves as SGA treasur.
er and YR president at Central.
Lee is majoring in political sci.
ence and business administra.
tion and economics.
ROB TUCKER, a political sci..
ence major and history minor,
is past vice president of the
central YD' s.
JERRY BOPP, a History major,
is a past president of Central' s
YD's and represented them on
the State Board of Young Democrats.

BRUCE COLWELL, junior majoring in history and minoring
in economics, is a committee
clerk at the state legislature.
Colwell is Fourth District Coordinator of the state YD' s and
serves as president of the Cen.
tral YD's.
THAN.JAN KAO hails from the
Republic of China (Formosa).
A senior, Kao is majoring in
business administration and
minoring in economics and po lit·
ical science, and is president
of the Foreign Student Club on
camJ)us.
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Beamer's Beam As 'Parents'

BETTY BEAMER

We Love It

Betty · and Archy Beamer,
"Ja.rents" to 92 North Hall men,
consider their head residency
chores as "challenging, but always rewarding."
Serving as counselors, their
advice ts frequently solicited by
young men havtngpersonalprob.
lerns.
"It's not uncommon to have a
boy talk with us until the wee
hours of the morning about grade
difficulties, family problems or
a love affair," Beamer com.
mented.
The Beamers 'consider them-

"'
l/J

"'

DIAMOND

selves "listeners.''
"We don't like to force our.
selves upan the boys. We do
encourage them to come to us
at any time if they have a
problem, though," Mrs. Beam.
er stressed.

COUNSELING ASSISTS
Students having problems of
a very serious nature are often
referred to the counseling center.
"Head residents ·and the ad.
ministration work as a team.
We're bot'h trying to do what's
best for the students in our
charge,'' Beamer added.
"Both Betty and I feel counseling on this level is very
interesting, though frustrating at
times," Beamer remarked.
'!be Beamers have been serv.

ing in their capacity since 1966.
A serious industrial accident
forced Beamer to retire as an
electrician and seek retraining
at college.
Mrs. Beamer, a former office
manager, decided to return to
school, too.
Beamer is majoring in special
education; his wife, businessad.
ministration.
Both should graduate in 1970.

DAYS ARE BUSY FUN
I

A rigorous schedule dominated
by studies and counseling duties
has curbed the Beamers' social
activities.
"We were able to do more
thiligs on our own when we were
living by ourselves. We have
no complaints, though. We love
it h6rer" Mrs. Beamer empha.
sized.
Being house mother to North's
male population is fun, according
to Mrs. Beamer.
-"It's very flattering to have a
boy double check his appearance
with you before leaving to meet
his date," Mrs. Beamer added.

RINGS

"What woman wouldn't be
happy surrounded by 92 good.
looking men?" North'sfirstlady
concluded.

Sweethearts
May -Receive
When You MustKeep Alert SP ur- 0-G ra m
SONATA • • • • FROM $100

We
also feature Courtship. and Keepsake diamond
rings: See our complete selection.

Buttons Jewelers

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than a//
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-hat>it-forming.

4th &Pine
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

GOT THE ''HUNGRIES''
SEE .YOU AT THE

The Central Spurs are again
sponsoring Valentine Day Spir.
0-Grarns February 14, from 9-5
in ~e SUB Ballroom.
Spur-O-Orams, which are an
annual tradition, are actual tele.
grams delivered to sweethearts
by Spur messengers. They are
delivered almost anywhere on
campus.
The telegrams are lOc for a
written telegram and -15c for a
singing Spur-0-Gram. Some of'
the messages are sung to the
tune of ''Deep In The Heart of
Texas."
Cynthia Barnett, editor of the
Spurs commented that Spur-0·
Grams have been very success.
ful in the past.

&nployment
Interviewing
Will Be Given
The placement office an.
nounces the following schedule
of interviews for teaching, bus.
iness and technical placement.
Feb. 27 Portland
Public
Schools, elementary
and secondary.
AnChorage Schools,
Alaska, elementary
_and secondary.
Hawaii Schools, elementary and second.
ary.
Feb. 28 Shoreline School District,
elementary
and secondary.
Portland
Public
Schools, elementary
and secondary.
Anchorage Schools,
Alaska, elementary
and secondary.
March 1 Shoreline School Dis·
trict,
elementary
and secondary. ox.
nard, ·
Callfornia
Schools, elementary
and secondary. Cen.
tral Valley of Spo.
ka.ne Schools, -elementary, and second.
ary.
Feb. 27 Boeing Company,
Seattle, Wash., bust.
ness administration
graduates.
Candidates wishing interviews
- should sign up two weeks prior
to the arrival of the representa.
tive on campus.
Interested candidates should
check in the Placement Office,
Room 308, Barge Hall, for brochures and other information.

PLAZA
RECORD SHOP
INTHE PLAZA

SHAKES

lllBUB&ERS GHEESEBUR6ERS
FRENCH FRIES

LARGEST & LATEST STOCK
OF PHONOGRAPH -RECORDS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
-ALSO:
RECOR'QE-D ·TAPES
Radios--~lectric & Transistor
PHONO NEEDLES
Butteries
_Tape Recorders
Blank Tapes
Portable Stereo Players
Wiring Accessories

Students-Bring your. broken phono er. radios
Plaza. We will take to main $tore for repair.

ARCTIC CIRCLE DRIVE IN

to_

OWNED & oPERATED BY DEAN'S 'T.V•
..__._._._._._._.. . . .mm:,zm·BEIDEm!!llll. . . . ...__,

YOUR COLLEGE

· Bookstore

FILLER PAPER SALE
8~ x 11 (800 sheet count)

Plain and Ruled

·

9~ x 6 (400 st.eet count)

· Plain and Ruled

44$
1•UT

ANOTHER SERVICE
· AVAILABLE NO.W

· Open '8-8 Monday thru Friday
· 11

a.111~-4

p.111.-Saturday
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Esta Young is First Lady of Snack Bar
"I think that most people are
too impatient with young people.

ESTA YOUNG

I haven't llad any trouble with
the kids since I've been here."
So says Mrs. Esta Young, mall.
ager of the SUB's Snack Bar,
and the first employee to be
hired to work in the Cage 16
years ago.
Mrs. Young, born in Califor.
nia, has never worked in a real
restaurant, but started working
in snack bars as a hobby. She
sold dates in health food stores
and worked in the CallfornJa
Date and Tea Shop.

.Kids No Trouble

On the Mojave Desert, she
worked in a military service
snack bar and that was how she
got started. She explained that
''people were d.!ways asking you
to help, and pretty soon it be.
came a hobby."
She moved to Sea.We. an~ then
later moved to EllenshJ.rg to be
with her only daughter.
Starting the SUB's Snack Bar
when itfirstopened, shehas seen
the change from a student body
of 1000 to that of over 5000.
"Kids are just the same now
as they were then. There's

Try Jerro·l 's First For

just more of them, and that's
what makes them seem worse,"
she pointed out.
She admits that she does have
a little trouble with a few, but
she deals with each one indivi.
dually, and rarely has re.occur.
ances. She states that she is
"firm", and that "kids just
need someone to argue with.''
Mrs. Young explained that the
few trouble-makers were just
like any bad kid at home who
likes to see what he can get
away with.
Though the students have nev•
er deliverately broken any windows, tables or chairs in the
Cage, Mrs. Young wishes that
they would notwriteonthetables
in ink.
In addition, she points out that
quite a few ashtrays are stolen.
The Cage used to have glass

Valentine Gifts

ashtrays instead of the ones
·.ised at present, but they have
been pilfered, too.
Mrs. Young finds that though
there are more students now
than 16 years ago, students seem
to use the SUB less. She re.
!ates this to the fact that there
are more things to do and places
to go.
She doesn't . mind if students
come into the Cage and sit
all day.
"It's fine if they treat it right.
The place is for kids and they
should use it," Mrs. Young said.
Mrs. Young plans to continue
working at Central because she
likes the kids. She added that
she has never .had one day otf
of wo1·k because of sickness.
"I'm not bragging, because
I'm superstitous, but I'm real
thankful for my health," she
said.

First Lady
Mrs. Esta Young, first lady of Central's SUB snack bar,
was first employee on the job-16 years ago. Mrs. Young
tries to be 'cheerful,' 'firm' and 'patient' with the hundreds
of young people who patronize the snack bar daily. Her
chief worries are tabletop Rembrandts and ashtraythieves.

COME IN FORA
REAL SWEET DEAL

·i 1111 IJ err o I's

lllJlll I Ellensburg

111 EAST 8th STREET

e

ELLENSBURG, WASH. 98962

e

925-9445

•

1963 Triumph Spitfire Sport Car 4-speed
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1095
1960 Ford Starliner, 2 Dr. HT, Auto, raido
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 395
1963 Renault 4 Dr. Sedan, 4-speed, dean
........................ $ · 695
'55 Ply. 4 Dr., Standard Trans., radio
........................ $ 245
1963 Kaiser Wagoneer 4 Dr., 4-wheel
drive, _P .S., Auto., low_ mileage . $2195
1962 Chev. Bel Air 4 Dr.,· radio, auto., V-8
......................... $ 895
1965 Falcon 4 Dr. Sedan, V-8, automatic,
radio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1795
'62 Ford Gal. 4 Dr., air cond., auto., radio,
P.S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 995
'62 T.B. 2 Dr. HT Landau, auto., P.S., P.B.,
radio . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1395
'61 T.B. 2 Dr. HT, radio, P.S., P.B., windows and seat . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1295
1966 Mustang 2 plus 2 HT, heater, auto.,
225 HP, New Car Warranty ... $2595

·K elleher Motor Co'•
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Wrestlers -Take on Multnomah
By KUGIE LOU:IS
. 15-14 loss to this same club.
Assistant Sports Editor
If Multnomah brings the same
Wrestling fans have an op. wrestlers to Ellensburg as per.
portunity tomorrow to Witness formed in Portland against Cen·
perhaps one of the all-time duels tral last Friday, Wildcat fans
the state of Washington has ever can anticipa. te exci tern ent ev.
produced when the Central Wash. ery minute as the 'Cat grapplers ·
ington grapplers host the Multno. certainly will have all the commah Athletic Club of Portland petition they can handle.
Fan8 who either come late or
at 7:30 p.m. in the Nicholson
Pavilion.
leave early could miss the high·
Preceedlng ·t his collision of light of the match. The lightest
· powers . will be a junior var. of Centra.Ps . team, Mike Tur ..
slty encounter, pitting KelthShe- ner (123 pounds), shares the
han's younger Wildcats against spoWght with the heaviest on
a strong contingent from Yald. the team, Leroy Workhoven.
ma Valley College at 6:00 p.m. Turner pulled off the surprise
Cm.ch Beardsley's wrestlers, of ·the night last Friday by up.
making their final home appear. setting MAC's Grant Henjyoji,
ance of the year, needless to 2.0, on a reverse in the second
say have revenge on their minds roond. Henjyoji, a former Uni.
following last week's narrow, versity of Oregon star, was

expected to handle Turner with·
out too much difficulty. But Tur.
ner, drawing the really tough
assignments week after week,
demonstrated the value of tough
competition by his win over
Henjyoji.
Werkhoven, on the other hand,
has a score to settle as he
was knocked from th'0 rank of
unbeatens last Week . by MAC's
Gary Stenslund 1n the deciding
match. The outcome of tonight's
encounter of these two giants
(Stenslund weighs in at nearly
250 pounds) may again decide
the team champion.
A win for Werkhoven tonight
carries added significance since
Stenslund, a former U of Oregon standout, is also a former
National AAU Greco-Roman

Champion. The MACmuscleman
edged werkhoven, 3.2, last we«!lc,
but points for riding time were
not kept and if they had been,
Werkhoven would have won, 4-3.
Riding time points will be kept
tonight.
Dennis Warren, winner of 36
. consecutive matches, took it on
the chin last weekend, losing
8-5 to Multnomah's highly regarded Marlin Grahn. Warren,
as ture a COIJ1petitor as there
i~ anywhere, hopes to turn the
tables on Grahn tonight.
In one of his few losses ev.
er, Dallas DeLay put up a gal.
lant · fight all the way before
succumbing to MAC's Ed Dewitt, · 4-1. A former National
AAU champ, Dewitt may also be

remembered for having placed
fourth in the 1960 Rome Olym..
pies.
Also coming through for C entral, at Portland with resound.
ing victories were Larry
Brown, 4-0 over Ron Cleys at .
130 pounds; GaryMogenson, 10.1
over Gary Hoaglund (3-time Pa·
cific Cm.st champion); and La·
moin Merkely with a: pin of Tom
Nearing.
Following that one-point loss
to Multnomah, Central bounced
back with victories over the
University of Oregon, 20.11, and
Oregon State, 15.14. The sur..
prise win over Oregon State
made it two stratght over the
perennial PacifiC Coast till&.
holders.

FOR
LUNC:H
TRY OUR EXCLUSIVE

HAMBROIGER *
• Hi-Rise Hamwich • Broasted Chicken
•Ham Sandwich •Tater Chicks
Plus Everything In Pizzas
*Broiled

PHONE

925-llll
Evening Delivery
Sun. Through Thurs.

You're Pulling

Pizza Mia

My Leg

Central Washington Wildcat wrestler Dennis Warren grabs the University of Washing·
ton's Paul McManus and pulls him back on the mat in the 'Cats' recent victory over the
Huskies in Nicholson Pavilion. Warren decisioned his foe 19-0. Warren, the National Cham·
pion at 145 pounds, ~l be out ·to stop a three match losing streak when the Wildcats tangle
with Mult.nomah Athletic Club here tomorrow evening. Prior to his losses, Dennis had won
36 consecutive matches.

HOURS:

11 a.m. To Midn-i ght Mon.-Thurs.
11 a.m. To 2:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat
1 p.m. To Midnight Sun.

·c oRSAGES
For The

Military Ball

ccASIOl\ls
ALL O

Don't Forget
VALENTINE'S DAY
Psych students,
getting ready for a couch of your own?
Start saving now at NB of C and you'll have it sooner than you
imagine. Your savings work harder with Daily Interest at 4% per
annum, compounded and paid quarterly. Deposit or withdraw
whenever you like ... without losing interest. Corne in today.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCeNOC
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
JACK REITScH, Manager, Ellensburg

Br~ii•dt; -~thond Peart':.

FOR THAT
SPECIAL TOUCH
CALL

925-5558
FREE DELIVERY

ELLENSBURG FLORAL SHOP'
DOWNTOWN LOCATION-NEXT TO THE POST OFFICE
3RD&PEARL
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from 5 1 9 9~

Gu.i tars·

• TAPI RICOllDIU • AMPLlfllU

e HIPI AND STIRIOS •

PIANQS ~ND ORGANS

LARGE SELECTlON Of SHEET MUSIC .

M e~men Face DU aI Ch a11 en ge s
By KUGIE LOUIS
Assistant Sports Editor
Two double • dual swimming
meets highlight the week-end
slate for Coach Bob Gregson' s
mermen. A home encounter with
the University of Idaho and Gonzaga univ er stty today at 3 :30
p.m. tn the Nicllolson Pavlllon
po0l starts off a busy weekend
for the Central swimmers.

Tomorrow, a trip to Tacoma
for a double-challenge from wu..
lamette and the University of
Puget Sound offers a chance for
Central to notch four more vie.
tortes to an already impressive
record of 6 wins and 1 loss.
But the ever-Improving Wild.
cats from the windy city aren't
counting any chickens for they
are aware that lying in watt,

hoping to knock off the highflytng Ellensburg .tank crew, ts
.ln extremely powerful team
from UPS. As· Gregson puts It,
"UPS has the men to give us
(Central) the best battle since
the meet with Simon Fraser."
Simon Fraser administered the
'Cats' only loss this season,
a close, 53-51 defeat. With the
rapid improvement of the young.
er .members of Gregson' s power.
ful squad, he admits "our depth
could spell the dtfference with
UPS."
Commenting onhisteam'sper.
formances to date, Gregson
stated recently, "I have been
very happy with the team's per.
formances so far. · They have
been improving steadily and I
think they'll reach their peak
just in time for the Conference
me~t.''
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Great Shows Are Coming To The Liberty •Cat
Ballou • The Pad • The Blue Max • The Appaloosa • Texas Across The River • Blindfold •
The Agony And The Ecstacy • The Greatest
Story Ever Told • Penelope• Alvarez Kelly
• - Alfie • ·Doctor Zhivago

BOOTS SA_V ·A LOT
ABOUT A MAN
Boots say that a man has a mind of his own ... thet he
is rugged ... that his life is exciting.
He know·s· what he wants anCf now to - go about

Up in the Air

getting it.
That's why so many men choose Acme boots.
They know the style is tops, the fit is perfect, the
wear is long and comfortable, and they like the image
his boots create.

"Hanging 1n there" is sophomoJ,"e Phil Peltonen, one of
Central's gymnasts. Peltonen is expected to provide need·
ed points when Central travels to Eastern tomorrow
for their final gymnastics meet of the sea.son. A women's
squad, coached by Delores Johns, will also compete.
(Photo by Craig Markham)

Come see our broad selection. of
Acme boots. Wear a pair (or two _
if you can stand the excitement).

RoughoutTop
& ·Bottom

$15 99 to $1999
Gold, Green

& Tan

Milit.ary Ball Dining

..

Looking for a new

lrC°Q~~~

525 N. PEARL

4th & Main - 962-2312

experience
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SATURDAY SPECIAl.
ANTLER CHUCK
. WAGON SMORGASBORD
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Slot Car Racing

Mills Saddle N Tog
Complete Western Outfitters

The EvCo Swimming and Div.
ing Champion$hips are sched.
uled this year for February
26-28 in Ellesnburg.
'CATS NOT OVERCONFIDENT
Although the UPS match offers
the stiffest challenge to Central,
the 'Cats aren't overlooking the ·
home meet with Gonzaga and
Idaho. Idaho, though relative.
ly weak as a team, may pull a
few surprises individually. Gon.
zaga, on the other hand, will
field a much-improved team
from those of the past.
·
Nevertheless, the featured
highlight today involves two Cen•
tral swimmers, Jim O'Brien
and Jim Thomas. O'Brien, a
freshman, and Thomas, a junior,
lock horns in the 500-yard free.
style, each with hopes of turn.
ing in a personal best time which
they hope will rank them with
the nation's ·best in this event.
Thomas' best this year is 5 :44,
while O'Brien boasts a 5 :33.
Past times mean nothing, though,
as a head-to-tiead splash.off
should make for new and im.
proved times for both.
RIDLEY CHALLENGm
Tomorrow, Feb~ry 11, Jack
Ridley puts his lmdef eated record on the line against two of
the best 1n the Northwest in the
100.yard freestyle in Tacoma.
Cobe Grabenhorst of Willam.
ette, who has a best of 51. 7
seconds, and Doug Hanna, one
of UPS' real veterans with a
best so far this year of 51.8,
compare with Rldley's top ef.
fort of 51.5 for the 100.free.
Last year, HannadefeatedRid.
ley in Ta.coma, but Ridley turned
the tables on Hanna in Ellens..
burg.
The Wildcat tankers, com.
posed mostly of freshmen, dis..
posed of Everett JC in Ellens..
burg, last Friday, 74-21, then
devoured Western Washington,
Saturday, February 4, in the
Nicholson Pavlllon pool, 85-19,
winning all twelve events before
a capacity home crowd.

;7 ciays a week

1r2-10 p.m.

"i("et~p
ROOM

HobbySho
914 E. Capital
925-5554
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Women Hoopsters Host Spokane
Central Washington's wom.
en's hl.skethl.ll team, under the _
able direction of Miss Dorothy
Purser, will be out to improve
their current 5.3 won loss record
when they host the Spokane Ro.
man Candles this Saturday at
4 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.
Miss Purser's troops will be
trying to put an end to a two
game · losing streak. The lady
Wildcats dropped a pair of con.
tests to Mt. Pleasant of Cana..
da Jast Saturday, and are eager.
to get bl.ck on the winning track.
INJURIES COSTLY
''Injuries have hurt our per.
formances at times this season. We've had more than our
·share of sprained ankles, cases
of the nu, and other minor in·
juries. Once we get healthy, we
should give a better showing,"
Coach Purser commented.
The starting lineup for the
women's team includes Cathy
Benedetto, a junior from Olym.
pia, who also ls this year's
captain; Cathey Webb, a junior
from Yakima; Kathy Langston,
a senior from Tacoma; Bue Pe.
terson, a freshman who halls
from Spokane; anci' freshman
Diane Schilhabel fro~ Pocatello,

Basket Brawl

This kind of action is typical when the girls get together
to play hl.skethl.ll. These young ladies are up in arms, so
to speak, over the missed attempt and are all fighting for
the rebound. The ga.ls' games don't draw crowds like the
varsity does, but they have just as much fun.
(Photo by Michelle·Perrow)

and although tye are essentially
the same as American rules,
there are several important dif.
fernces.
One is that the team with
the hl.ll has 30 seconds in which
to shoot or they must give up
the hl.ll. This speeds up the
tempo of the game, and the ac.
tion is always fast and fur.
ious.
Another is the foul lane widensout to 18 feet across.

Ida.ho.

The~'
es novelty
styling, in
· our
ll:lany Gifts
for Your - lad
ColDe •
y.
lll, see!

FROSH PLAY UW
The women are playing by
lnternation rules this season,

praise where it's due, Whitworth came up with fine out·
side shooting by their guards,
Frank Insell (16) and Charlie
Nipp ( 14) and a 24 paint effort
by their big gun Rod McDonald.
Mel cox had a 24 paint show~
ing to lead the Wildcats, while
Stan Puhlch came off the bench
and came through with a work·
manlike job tallying 14. Dave
Benedict was the only other
'Cat player in double figures,
as the jumping junior from
Yakima got 10.
Central, who could have wrap.
ped up the Evergreen Confer.
ence · crown with a win, now
leads the pack with a 6-1 led·
ger. Whitworth ~s 5-2.
The Wildcats had run their unbeaten skein to ten by stay.

Wo~;s ba.sketm.11 isn't as
easy as it sounds. Tako 1n a
game some time (like tomor.
row, for instance) and you'll
see that a lot of hard work
and pride goes into the making
of a successful team.

ri-g ht
on target ...

Cagers on Road This Weekend
Central's basketballers, who
saw their ten game winning
streak come to an abrupt halt
last Tuesday at the hands of
Whitworth, journey to the land
of the Northern Lights for a two
game set with the University
of Alaska in .Fairbanks.
The Wildcats, tired physically
and emotionally after the hectic
contest with the Pirates, left
yesterday for the 49th state with
games slated _tonight and tomor·
row.
TURNOVERS HURT
~an Nicholson's charges just
Jidn't have it Tuesday, and the
Wildcats came out on the short
end of a 78-7O score. The 'Cats
made an unbelievable 25 turn·
overs, and this alone proved
more than decisive. To give

A third ls no foul shot is taken
unless the fouled player ls foul.
ed in the act of shooting. This
could t .we interesting results .
if you were out to get som~
one.

ing awake long enough to dispose of a UPS team that used
slow down, and then stand still ·
tactics, 68-42; then shook off
two cold spells to ruin Seat·
tle Pacific's Homecoming 85-66.
Coach Stan Sorenson's fresh·
man gang, who were drubbed by
the Seattle U frosh last Sat·
urday 99·79, go against another
powerhouse tomorrow evening
When they tangle with the Uni·
verslty Of Washington in Seat·
tie.

MILITARY BALL
DINING

~hodyS. Serving

@ Favorite f Breakfast
Lunch

Stover's·Heart Boxes.

AND

Ambulh
Ta bu

Colognes

Dinner

Twenty Carets

·1ryOur ·

Seven Win•
Prophecy

Fragrances
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Chicken
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ChanelNo.5
ChanelNo.22
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CALL

925-5644
COR. .R Of 8th & MAIN
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Your Beauty Health and Prescription Center"
CLARENCE HELGESON and JOE SCHWAB
4th and Pine
. 925·5344 .
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Jurying for 3;11 art exhf~it is
exhausting, but a very worth.
while and interesting expert.
ence, according to Mrs. Mar·
garet Sahlstrand, instructor of
art at Central.
On Monday,

Jan. 30, Mrs. Sahl-

strand, along with four other
printmakers from the North.
west, inspected prints to decide
which ones would be displayed
in the Northwest ·Printmakers'
International Exhibition.
Only 150 prints were select.

ed from over one thousand en.
tries.
Each member of the juJ:"y had to
carefully examine every print
and judge it according to his
specialty and personal prefer.
ence. Mrs. Sahlstrand, whose
specialty is intaglio in copper,
spent the entire day and part
of the evening, at this task.
Besides being on the jury,
Mrs. Sahlstrand also had a print
of her own, a dry point entitled
"Portrait,'' chosen for the ex.
hibit.

· The legislators are currently
seated in Olympia, sifting
through various requests and
bills. More than a few of these
bills are Central-oriented.
Dr. Donald Baepler, assistant
to the president and Central's
institutional representative in
Olympia, reports, "At this point
of the game, almost everything
in which we're interested is
"in committee."
"This is exactly how it is
with the film legislation. It may
sit for a month or it may come
up tomorrow,'' · continued Dr.
· Baepler.
The tum legislation referred
to would prohibit colleges from
showing movies for entertain·
ment.
A bill has been introduced

by which Central could grant a
Bachelor of Science degree. Dr.
Baepler reports this bill re-

ceived a very favorable reading
from the committee.
The bill which would give Cen.
tral University status in the fall
of 1967 still has not been acted

upon.
Another blll would ban Com·
munist speakers on the five
state college campuses. How·
ever, Governor Dan Evans spoke
unfavorably to the legislators
about the passage of this bill.
There are several bUls of
lesser importance. One would
reimburse faculty members for
travel expenses before their
trips, rather than after as is
now the case.

A perennial bill is the move
to require all faculty members
to sign a loyalty oath.

Service Tests
Will Be Given
Selective Service qualif1cation
tests Will again be given in
March, according to Captain
Chester Chasteck, State Selec·
tive Service Chief.
·
Dates scheduled are March
11, 31 and April s.
The tests are used by draft
boards in determining whether
students should be considered
for deferment. Captain Chasteck
said the tests Ja.st spring and
fall "proved valuable" to stu.
dents Who sought deferments.
Application cards are avail.
able at all local board offices.

CAT-A-LOG
STUDY IN
SOUTHERN FRANCE
A University year in Aix-en-Provence under
the auspices of the University of Aix-Marseille (founded 1409).

Intelligence .. .
Without Diligence is Nothing .

EUROPEAN AREA STUDIES
FRENCH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
HONORS PROGRAM

Contemplation is one thing. But there comes a
time for pragmatic action. With marriage on
your mind, one first step is a ring. Don't let a
lack of cash deter you. As we have said before,
Weisfield's gives credit to students of promise.
See our big selection of bridal sets.

I

(courses in French University exch,1sively)

ART .AND ART HISTORY
SOCIAL ·sclENCES
MEDITERRANEAN AREA STUDIES
· Classes in English and French satisfying
curriculum and credit requirements of over
280 American Colleges and Universities.
·Students live in French homes. Total costs
equivalent to those at private universities
and colleges in the United States.

0.
weisfieldS
JEWELERS

"SEMESTER PROGRAM IN AVIGNON"
..SUMMER PROGRAM
IN AIX-EN-PROVENCE"

~

............2.00•._o_o_______i_I_______________

Write:

INSTITUTE FOR
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
(founded 1957)
2 bis, rue du Bon Pasteur
AIX·EN-PROVENCE, FRANCE
Telephone: France (Code 91) 27.82.39
or (Code 91) 27.69.01

Nov.r.OPen

11ZM.

Air Force Band Plays
SGAMOVIES
be the topic of the day.
'!be campus films for tonight
ENTREMONT ENTERTAINS
and Saturday night will be ''Night
of the Hunter" and "Sunset
A community concert, featur.
Boulevard." Next week's films ing Phillipe Entremont, pianist,
will be "Hud" and. "Lolita.,, · will be given in Mcconnell Audi·
torium at 8:15 p.m. on Wednes.
Show ti mes are 7 and lo p.m. - day, Feb. 15.
BAKE SALE TODAY
Central' s Student Wives are
having a bake sale today. Their
culinary wares are being dis.
played in front of the master
calendar in the SUB.
BAND PLAYS ON
The Air Force Band will pre.
sent a concert for the students
of Central, Saturday, Feb. 11,
in McConnell Auditorium.
CO-REC SUNDAY
All facilities in Nicholson Pa.

v111on .wm be open for Co-Rec
from 2·5 p.m. on Sunday, Feb.
12 •

NAVY GIVES INFO
On Feb. 15-17, from10.3p.m.,
there will be a representative
from the u.s. Navy in the SUB
information booth.
KIDS SEE PLAY
The Children's Theater production, "Many Moons'~ will be
presented to the children of
Hebeler Elementary School on
Friday, Feb. 17, from 12·4 p.m •
A second performance of this
play will be open to the public
on Saturday, Feb. 18, from 8·11
p.m.

COMPETENCY EXAMS DUE
English Competency Exams
will be given Monday, Feb. 13,
at 7 p.m.

CLUB PRESENTS DANCE
The Young Republicans of Cen.
tral present a dance and con.
cert in the SUB Ballroom on
Friday, Feb. 17.

CAGE HOSTS CURBSTONE
Curbstone will convene at 1
p.m. in the SUB Cage Tuesday,
Feb. 14. "Registration" will

wm-tDRAWAL DATE NEARS·
Friday, Feb. 17, is the last
day to withdraw from a course
for the winter quarter.

1

Anyone can

•

A & W DRIVE IN
9th·& Euclid

Opening Specia___
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Pi.z.za Pete Pizzas
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Buy 1-Second One Is Y2 Price

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof withol!t a trace.

-Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.

Delivery Service
5:30 p.m.-12:~0 Midnight

7 days· a week

Any~he~e within city limits

Phone

925-9861

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSflELD. MASSACHUSETTS

